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1.
INTRODUCTION.
Within the last decade the engineers of the world, but more especially of the United States, 
have witnessed such an uplift and continued steady growth of the steel industry as would almost 
justify them in adding a “Steel Age" to the grand historic divisions of the world's life. That 
this growth is but an indication of the things to come can be readily foreseen from the almost 
daily increase in the quality and availability of the raw product and the natural widening of its 
scope of usefulness.
Among the minor fields where this valuable and cheapening product has coma and is still 
coming into usefulness under the direction of the engineer, is in the construction of short span 
highway bridges. By this is meant not only the short span truss bridge which was constructed of 
iron even before steel came into competition, but also those short spans where formerly the use 
of any other material than timber was- undreamed of.
Under the circumstances the use of timber was the only material to be considered, but with 
the lapse of time the changing conditions both as to materials and the efficiency demanded of the 
bridges has lead to new demands and new ideals as to those small but important structures. The 
settlement of the public lands and the growth of the country highway traffic with the steady im­
provement of the farm lands has gradually lead to the betterment; first, of the corduroy crossing 
then of the planked and rickety platform, and now of the well known wooden beam or truss oridges
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with which we are all familiar.
As in all changes, economy is a prime and sometimes the only motive. The farmer tana it 
will be understood the farmer's is the great demand for such short structures] is notoriously 
provident as to money matters, and innovations to at all appeal to him must be on the side of 
economy. That under such conditions steel should replace wood is only, as was before stated, 
another sign of the great economic changes now going on in the country’s development.
Although this change as regards short span highway bridges Is a well recognized one, the 
change is still so tiecent and so in the process of development as to have attracted little thought 
from the majority of engineers. Perhaps the small scope of the individual problems too, has not 
endowed the subject with the degree of importance which it deserves. But whatever the cause, 
the subject has received little attention except in the bridge offices, and the ordinary engineer 
has vented his ambitien and care on more pretentious^though in the aggregate no more important, 
structures.
In this monograph it will be endeavored through the study of standard plans of representa­
tive bridge companies, to make clear the present tendencies toward type forms of short span bridges 
together with a comparison of their relative merits and defects. Necessarily such a treatment 
will be of more value to the undergraduate student than to the practical bridge engineer. It is 
hoped, however, that the presentation of the standard plans together with various tables, etc.
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may make the thesis of value even in this latter direction. Addressed more to the former class 
will be the general discussions as to the genesis of highway bridges and the questions affecting 
location, number of spans, kind of span, abutments, etc.
CHAPTER 1.
The Genesis of a Highway Bridge.
Controlled by state laws which vary with every state, the method of procedure in the letting 
of a highway bridge contract is not susceptible of very definite or abstracted description. The 
method of procedure may even vary in different parts of the same state, according to the county 
organization or the importance of the letting. In general however, the letting on the part of the 
county is in the hands of the county commissioners, or supervisors as they are called in this state. 
These commissioners advertise for bids, let the contracts according to local methods of procedure, 
and sea that the bridge is put up according to contract. The commissioners may or may not [gen­
erally not] have the advice and assistance of an engineer during the letting and the subsequent 
construction of the bridge. This latitude allowed the commissioners as to the services of an 
engineer, as in all cases where public servants are given control of matters of which they have 
no intimate knowledge, is the cause of very flagrant abuses which are liable to continue until
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the engineering part of the matter is the subject of legislative enactment. In some cases the 
counties have by dear experience found the value of an engineer's advice and assistance^and by 
his employment as consulting engineer have solved most of the difficulties surrounding a bridge 
letting.
A description of an ordinary bridge letting will clearly show the objections to which the 
system is subject and how well the bridge companies are aware and have taken advantage of them.
Some time before the letting occurs, an advertisement is put in a local paper or posted 
in the township stating that at such a time and place bids will be received for one or more 
bridges of the following description. This description probably includes the length of span 
and width of roadway but as to the rest of the necessary data is lamentably deficient. With this
advertisement and inadequate description come in the first great mistakes of the letting. In 
order to obtain the greatest benefit from an advertisement one must place that advertisement 
where persons interested in the matter advertised are most liable to see and read it. From mo­
tives of false economy the bridge letting in the majority of cases is advertised in one or two 
county papers whose whole list of subscribers may not include a single contractor or engineer. In 
consequence the letting is attended by a few bidders only .who have probably through schrewdness, 
inside influence or information, or “luck", heard of the letting. In consequence again, the 
commissioners do not receive representative bids and prices, and the county loses an hundred times
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the cost of more intelligent advertising. Such lettings should be advertised in representative 
periodicals and the small increased cost cf the letting will be more than repaid in the charac­
ter of the bids received. Public business should be managed as intelligently as private and the 
matter of judicious adveritsing has come to mean success or failure in any enterprise. To bea 
judicious advertisement it is a first principle that the statement of the letting should contain 
information sufficient for a clear understanding of the matter involved. To submit a desirable 
bid the contractor must know exactly for what he is bidding, and it is just as short sighted a 
policy to advertise a letting with insufficient information in regard to the conditions involved 
as it is not to advertise at all. To secure the best results advertise just what is to be con­
tracted for where the attention of the desired contractors will most likely be secured.
On the day of the letting as many “traveling men", or “bridge drummers" as have been reach­
ed by the advertisement of the letting, assemble to put in bids for their various companies. Un­
derstanding perfectly the ignorance of the county officials as to the merits or cost of a bridge 
design, this assemblage is more often for the purpose of mutual aid in "doing" the county than 
the submission of fair and intelligent bids for the work contemplated. If at a secret meeting the 
bridge men can decide on how much the county will pay for a bridge, what the cheapest acceptible 
bridge will cost, and who is to have the contract on an acceptdole division of the profits, the 
letting is likely to become a decided farce and the county pays the maximum price for mimimum ma­
terial, tie very antithesis cf the result a public letting is supposed to accomplish. If, how-
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ever, the “pooling" bridge representatives cannot come to an agreement on these points the result 
is still more disastrous. Fhe letting degenerates to a “fight", the contract is made at a price * 
forbidding honest material, and the county has a bridge on its hands which may stand up for a 
time but is certain to fail under its first heavy loading.
The profits to be made from such "pooled" bridge lettings have encouraged the formation of 
many “paper companies” and bridge scalpers. These parasites have no intention of building the 
structure bid upon, but are in the business to compell a disgorge and further division of part 
of the “pooled" profits. If by chance they obtain the contract for the construction of a bridge 
[and you may be sure the contract price is ample] they buy the bridge from a regular company and 
erect it as their own, the differences in prices forming a very considerable profit.
This whole matter of compelling the attendance of representatives of the bridge companies 
at bridge lettings is the third great objection to the ordinary method of procedure in such cases. 
“Fooling" is the natural outcome of it. At first pooling simply to assure themselves against 
loss of traveling expenses, the system has degenerated into a money making scheme which on the 
part of the “paper companies" and scalpers is little less than blackmail. In the first case the 
pool was legitimate; in the second it has become an unmitigated evil and by its magnitude is grad­
ually opening the eyes of county commissioners to the extent of their losses and the desirability 
of a more efficient system. Ir. this respect the evil is not without its good effect and it is
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likely that before long legislative action may complete the reorganization of the methods of 
bridge lettings to the very material advantage of the engineer, the bridge companies, and the 
general public.
Not content in many cases with the profits arising from a successful “pool”, the merit and 
safety of the bridge to be erected is still further reduced by the bridge company by a criminal 
reduction in area of the sections. Knowing that adequate inspection, on account of the expense, 
is not likely to be performed, the proceeding is comparatively safe from detection and is only 
likely to be revealed at the investigation set on foot some time in the future when the brige has 
failed and the loss of life has perhaps attracted public attention. Even where the bridge de­
sign has been prepared by some competent bridge engineer this difficulty in the way of thorough 
inspection alio. v:s the company to use thinner sections than those specified, with little chance of 
detection. The only way to prevent this skimping of section in the absence of adequate mill in­
spection is to use in the design the thinnest sections rolled. Here the sections could not be 
skimped iwithout the reduction of some of the main dimensions of the shapes and these reductions 
are easily detected by the most casual inspection. Where the biidge is considered, even by the 
commissioners, to be .worthy the attention of a competent bridge engineer, the matter of the thor­
ough inspection of the finished structure should not be neglected. As stated above, the skimping 
of sections is a common evil to be detected only by a careful use of calipers and rule. In the 
case of important structures [that is structures involving the ostlay of considerable money] this
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inspection is most likely to b.e given, but is no less needed in any bridge worthy the name. The 
great majority of bridge accidents chronicled throughout the year a-re of highway bridges of small 
span. While separately these accidents do not attain a great degree of public attention and the 
matter is often hushed up by reference to tornadoes, washouts, etc. as causes, the aggregate loss 
in materiel, injuries, and life is very considerable and more than iwarrants close inspection in all 
cases. This matter of inspection should be under legislative control if necessary.
» In furtherance of this idea of forcing the bridge companies to ait all times erect safe and 
adequate bridges there have been many schemes proposed by engineers interested in this bfcanch of 
their profession. Such schemes, however, on account of the public indifference to the subject 
and the ignorance of the officials having the construction of such structures in charge, have nev­
er gene further than the presentation of resolutions to various legislatures or the adoption of 
still more innocuous nesclutions by engineering societies. The well knoivn lassitude of the great 
majority of the Ameiican people to all measures of reform which are not supported and^whose extrem 
e need some most appalling abuse or catastrophe has drawn more than local attention, is sadly to 
be commented upon. It is to be hoped that the present movements for civic and political reforms 
of all kinds will extend to other branches of the body poli.iic and especially to more consistent 
methods of highway bridge erection.
As indicating' what may be done in this line, an abstract per.laps of the more important in­
dividual movements in the direction of these reforms may not be uninteresting. These have been
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spoken of in creator detail by J. A. L. Waddell in his “General Specifications for Highway Bridges, 
but as-» these specifications are now out of print the abstract mav be permitted as interesting and 
more available to the younger engineers.
The first of these movements ivas instituted by Prof. Geo. L. Vose, an eminent Massachusetts 
engineer, who in the early '80's issued a pamphlet entitled “Bridge Disasters in Aroeaicafe The 
Cause and Remedy''. His remedy consisted in the appointment of state engineers whose duty should 
be to examine, before erection, the stress diagrams and sections of all bridges within their jur­
isdiction and to inspect all existing bridges at least twice a year. This system i* at once sim­
ple, inexpensive, and effective if well carried out, was, through the indifference of the public, 
never carried to trial. Such a state inspector to be efficient must be appointed nominally by 
the Governor but in reality by a standing committee of some high and reputable engineering society, 
such as is the American Society of Ci'vil Engineers. An inspector appointed in this way and given- 
full power to condemn and prohibit Itaffic on any highway bridge as iwell as to control the bridges 
to be built, would fulfil its functions to the satisfaction of all concerned. The people generally 
however are averse to having government officers appointed, preferring election. But election 
.would be fatal to the scheme since the people know little of the lechnicsl ability of the candi­
dates and no engineer of high standing would be willing to submit himself to the power of the pop­
ular vote. A department of bridge supervision /with head appointed by the Governor or elected by 
popular vote and with assistant inspectors appointed through chvil service rules might be efficient
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and practicable but Is not soon to be hoped for.
Mr. J. A. L. Waddell, seeing the political difficulties in the way of the preceeding scheme, 
endeavored to bring about the needed reform through the ether parties to the Question. The bridge 
companies themselves realize the disadvantages and loss subsequent ofi the present method of high­
way bridge building and Mr. Waddell's idea was to bring the manufacturers into such an association 
as would b:y its authority and strength control both the design and construction of all bridges. 
This association or trust was to emit a set of general specifications limiting the weakness of 
bridges and the style and character of the structures to be erected in the future. Deposits by 
the various companies represented and subject to fines on infraction of the rules of the general 
agreement would tend to hold the association together and give it working form. The general 
character of the specifications v.ould not limit improvement in bridge design but would stimulate 
such design as a factor in the inter-association competition. The high standard of such an asso­
ciation and the effect an enunciation of its objects would have on the public interested in the 
attainment of the ideals of its formation would drive unscrupulous bidders out of the market and 
make it morally necessary for bridge commissioners to listen to its suggestions as to bridge de­
sign. Various minor details necessary to the practical working of the association .were suggested 
by Mr. Waddell.
As with the scheme proposed by Frcf. Vose, no definite result seems to .have been brought 
about by Mr. Waddell's suggestions. While his pamphlet was .widely discussed among engineers and
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the benefits to be derived from the working of the proposed association generally admitted, the * 
.lealosies and rivalries among the bridge companies themseTves precluded the actual formation of 
an association such as he had sketched out even if they had had any such thoughts in mind. As 
stated above, resolutions to various state legislatures were .tentin by different engineering soci-
A
eties but with little result. Except in cases to be presently described, bridge “pools" and 
“fights" are still the order of the day and the promoters of cheep “patent" bridges find many vic­
tims.
Through sad experience and sad experience only, I am sorry to say, numerous county commission­
ers have been obliged to protect themselves in W e  construction of new bridges by a method which 
while perhaps not so efficient or economical in the long run, or of so general application of 
good, as the schemes described, is yet more practical and certainly assures the county a safe and 
economical structure. After several expensive bridge failures such counties have been forced to 
see that final economy demands the assistance of a competent bridge engineer in the construction 
of new bridges. An engineer in this capacity [consulting engineer to the commissioners] should 
determine exactly what is .wanted under the local conditions in question and make specifications 
covering such conditions. He should advertise well and through proper channels for proposals, 
the bridge companies or contractors being plainly informed that all plans and computations are to 
be submitted to his approval, that all material and workmanship is to be submitted to his inspectors 
and that the acceptance of the whole structure will depend on his approval. If such conditions are
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*v;ell understood, responsible companies .will have confidence in sending in proposals by mail and 
the county may be assured of responsible and intelligent bids lower than usual by the amount of 
traveling expenses saved and the profits perhaps lost on previous “fights". When the engineer 
has selected a bid the contract should be ivritten nnderstandingly and the plans and specifications 
attached. Competent inspectors should be employed as the work goes on and the result twill be a 
bridge as safe, economical, and as well suited to the local conditions as the best engineering 
skill can produce.
In the letting of the contract for the class of bridges ,here in mind, the matter of travel­
ing expenses to a bidding, end which of course must be ultimately paid by the purchaser of a bridg^ 
may make a very appreciable difference in the price unless several such structures are bid in to­
gether. The employment of an engineer and method of procedure such as above described is so in­
frequent that mailed proposals are very seldom made except in cases iwhere it is impossible for the 
bridge company to have a man in the field. The common method of having men ignorant of the matter 
in hand, select a bridge design on tie representations of the interested parties, is fatal to the 
success of mailed bids.. Mailed bids are not eloquent enough. Even in cases .where an engineer 
has'tween employed, the force of precedent is so strong that mailed bids are in the minority and 
are not expected to be granted a fair consideration. Until this idea has been done away ivith, in 
cases where an engineer has been retained, by a most studious consideration of the bids on their 
merits alone, the best results from public bidding can not be expected.
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The commissioners may choose still another alternative in order to eliminate the danger 
from irresponsible bidders. This is to follow the example of many large corporations and invite 
bids from firms only of knoivn honesty and capacity in their line of work. This method is likely 
to be of greater success however in the case of corporations than with the highway commissioners. 
The selection of the list of bidding firms may be a prolific source of scandal and sooeti^s de­
generate into an evil beuide .which “pooling" is comparatively harmless. The very idea too of such 
a selection is away from the fundamental principles of our form of government and on this ques­
tion alone would be justly open to serious criticism.
Taking everything into consideration Mere is little difficulty in reaching a conclusion 
that until the public sentiment has bieen strongly aroused to the importance of safe highway 
bridges there can b:e little improvement as to their safety and economical construction. As De 
Velsen Wood remarks; “The evils of a community or of society are not sremoved by merely changing 
a system, and much less by shifting an organization. Any particular evil may b;e greatly modified 
and substantially removed by either of these methods, but new evils are liable to spring up which 
may be more burdensome and more difficult to remove than the former". Highway bridge evils can 
be done away with only by the intelligent direction and supervision instituted by an inter­
ested public sentiment; and until this sentiment arises, American highway bridge lettings are lia­
ble to be no more than half way efficient makeshifts, their efficiency varying .with the local con- 
tions. Every good bridge engineer should consider himself an apostle of the cause, ever preaching
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CHAPTER 2.
GENERAL QUESTIONS AFFECTING THE DESIGN OF SHORT SPAN HIGHWAY BRIDGES.
In the selection of a bridge design [short span as well as long] there are certain general 
questions due to local peculiarities which must always be taken into consideration. The more 
important of these Questions relate to: [1] the importance of the crossing; [2] the location of 
the crossing; [3] the character of the stream to be bridged; [4] the number of spans necessary;
[5] the character of the abutment best suited to the local conditions and; [53 the character of 
the bridge approaches neccessary.
[13. The Importance of the Crossing.
In any consideration of the local conditions as affecting the character of the bridge to be 
be constructed, the importance of the crossing is of the greatest weight.. By “Importance of 
the crossing" it will be understood here as taken in its relation to the following matters:- [a]. 
the character of the traffic carried; [b3. the amount of traffic carried; [c]. the impotance of 
the crossing as an available passageway.
[a] . Except where dominated b:y condition [b] the character of the traffic will in the ma­
jority of cases have most to do with the design of such short span bridges as are here under con­
sideration. In isolated intsances, as twill be shorn later, the amount cf traffic instead of its 
character may fix the major dimensions of the bridge. Ordinarily however, the country bridge is
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not subjected to great concentration of traffic activity but is required only to pass safelythe 
daily routine of teams and cattle. The loads likely to be imposed by these elements fix the char­
acter of the specifications under fchich the bridge is to o:e designed. These is one important 
exception to this.
Probably the greatest load concentration coming upon a bridge ia that imposed by the passage 
of a road roller. In the case of longer highway bridges the considerable increase of metal nec­
essary to provide for such a load forms a very appreciable percentage of the total weight of the 
bridge. The infrequency with which this load is likely to be imposed makes the metal so used 
extnemely uneconomical as compared with that taking the rest of the loads, so much so, that many 
engineers disregard this factor entirely, requiring that road rollers, eto. shall be taken apart 
before crossing the bridge.
In short scan bridges these loads may be so easily provided for and the extra metal is of 
£0 small amount in the aggregate that it is not good practice to leave it out. In fact it is 
questionable practice with almost any span, not to provide for all concentrated loads likely to 
come upon it by legitimate traffic. As the years go on the road roller will come to be more and 
more of a feature of the good roads movement and so an especially legitimate species of road traf­
fic.
Eb] . Tile amount of traffic naturally carried by a bridge is geneEally taken as the onlynec- 
essary index to its importance and usefulness. While this may be entirely true, it has little to
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do with the design of the structure except in a secondary manner. While the amount of traffic 
does not impose the conditions of loading necessary tc be provided for in the design, it does des­
ignate the amount of capital .which can economically b.e expended upon the structure and its mainten­
ance. This may control features of design as important as those affected by the leadings ex­
pected. In the future, aesthefcid design of all engineering structures twill be looked for and 
expected, and although short span highway bridges are not susceptible of a great variety of treat-
H
ment in this regard, they can certainly be improved in architectural appearance. Thus the amount 
of money available for bridge purposes as controlled by the amount of traffic may advantageously 
and properly be expended in an improvement of both the structural appearance and the surroundings 
of the bridge. Even now railroads appreciate this matter of aesthetic treatment and as far as 
possible beautify the prosaic structures of yard and track. If the public appreciates such treat­
ment of property by individuals, and shotvs its regard by increase of patronage, why is not the 
same motine as patent in the affairs of the county or state and as closely tc be locked after.
In isolated instances the amount of traffic may influence directly the design of such short 
span bridges. In any location the bridge must not b:e an obstruction in any sense to the free 
movement of traffic. Now under certain conditions this movement may be of such magnitude at 
certain times and through special causes as to require special treatment in design to provide for 
it. As the amount of traffic increases the importance of an adequate crossing increases at a 
still greater ratio until at a certain point tie demand becomes so geest as to displace the ordi-
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nary types of highway bridges and require mo;re expensive and capable structures brought into ex­
istence by the n&v and higher conditions. Such instances are especially liao;le to occur under 
city conditions where in any cate the short span structure is out of its natural limits.
[c]. In certain cases the importance of the crossing as a crossing, i. e. whether other 
crossings are or are not available, will have great weight in the selection of a type or design 
for a highway span. If the traffic is large and insistent, tie waterway narrow and unfordable, 
and the available points of crossing infrequent, greater care than usual must be taken.to select 
such a sUeeiure as will be as ties as may be from tie liability of accident of any kind. Here 
the stopping of traffic by a washout means a loss of b.oth money, time and patience; in the former 
respect out of all proportion to the immediate cost of the bridge renewal. Under such conditions 
true economy in the design should insist on an outlay which while unnecessary ander ordinary cir­
cumstances, will make the crossing unusually safe and available at all times. The good engineeri.n^ 
adage that a bridge or culvert must be washed out once in twenty yeajs to prcme its economic design 
does net held here. The crossing is the main desideratum and every other condition should be made 
subservient to it.
[2]. Location of the Crossing.
Since in tie greater part of the United States the highways are generally defined by other 
considerations than the topography of the country through which they pass, the location of the
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highway bridge crossing is seldom within the ^province of the engineer. This matter too is not so 
important with the short span bridges as with the larger structures. The economy of material to 
be considered with the larger structures is a small point uith so small spans as are here treated. 
This small matter though is not to be neglected and when local conditions allow, the choice of 
a bridge crossing may mean a considerable saving, especially so in the case of those types where 
the abutments are of metal and constitute an integral part of the bridge proper. This cncice may 
make necessary a consideration of the banks of the stream, the soil character of the banks andbed* 
their height, parallelism, etc. In all cases it is to be expected that the crossing is to be of
as small span as is possible with a regard for the foregoing conditions. _
E3]. Character of the Stream.
Clearly second in importance to traffic considerations only, the selection of a type style 
of short span bridge for any particular locality depends greatly on the character of the channel 
or stream to be bridged. This is particularly so where the bed of the stream is of such a char­
acter as to exclude from consideration one or more of the type styles, and so at o.rce to narrow the 
selection to but few possible types. In many cases the character of the stream bed^ rifake neces­
sary nice discrimination between the relative economy of abutment bridges and spans whose abut­
ments are an integral part of the bridge itself, and here in all cases a study of the local con­
ditions is the only possible solution of the various questions which are bo m a  to come up. The 
gradient of the stream, extent and character of the flood, whether the floods bring down an ap-
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preoiable amount of drift, should all go into the questions as to the selection of type of span 
and the style of bridge to ice used in any locality. It has been the neglact of these consider­
ations which has brought bridge builders into such bad repute among hiahsav bridge users. If 
bids are to be solicited and intelligent designs expected, all these matters must be brought to 
W e  attention of the designing engineer if a worthy structure is to be prepared.
U 3 . Number of Spans Necessary.
The questions potent in the selection of type styles for short spans will have much to do 
also with the question of the multiplication of spans where this is necessary. In many cases 
while the total waterway is of considerable width, the character of the stream is such that a 
simple bridge of many short spans on bents is the economical solution of the crossing involved.
At the same time there are many crossings where the reverse of this is true, and central bents or 
piers are out of the question. As before stated, all such questions are matters of local decis­
ion, and cannot be tied to hard and fast rules of any kind.
The solution of the question of the economical length of span, where long bridges are made 
necessary aiy the character of the channel, will not be attempted hers. With the case of short -ap 
span bridges, entirely different elements enter into a solution and admit of the formation of cer­
tain general rules, which, however, it must not be expected will apply or should be aoplied in all­
cases.
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Ordinarily all crossings where it is admissible to use a number of short scans of the usual 
highway type rather than one longer span are wide,shallow, of little flood rise, and with a bot­
tom allowing the use of the more simple bridge entirely practicable and safe. This consideration 
now will become a great element in the number of spans and bents to bse used. If the bents may be 
localed at almost any place in the crossing [and if they cannot, the question immediately reverts 
to long spans] the desirable length of span with the type desired will become a function of the 
cost of the bents and the cost per foot of the bridge itself. Since the cost of the bridge is 
itself a function of the length of span, considerable approximation tvill be necessary to obtain 
the final results. Experience in the actual construction of such structures will suggest the 
most economical length, this length depending in many cases on the standard length already design­
ed in the shop for single spans and the saving cf time and work thus mads rather than the actual 
economy of metal which a slightly different span might offer.
[5]. Character of the Abutments.
Here again, almost the only rules which the engineer must consider are entirely controlled 
by local conditions and may rot be specifically stated. In the study of tne local conditions hov/e 
ever, the*s are certain general conditions which must be taken account of. •
If stone is available and cheap, it is without aoubt the best material-to-be-selected, 
while ev.en with a comparatively low cost as regards masonry, the first cost of stone abutments
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may be high, the increased life and the satisfactory service of the stone abutments mut be taken 
into consideration in the final selection of material. Consistency in engineering, as in every­
thing else, should be a first consideration, and flimsy abutments carrying a substantial bridge 
is a most glaring inconsistency.
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In deciding upon the abutment construction, the length of haul from the railroad stationhas
A
much to do with the availability of material. Railroad haulage is low, and within limits, is 
little bar to the use of a desirable material. Teaming and hauling however are expensive,, and 
often add enough to the first cost to bring the contract price above the allowable limit.
In many cases where stone itself is unavailable, gravel concrete may offer a substitute at 
once cheaper and easier to handle, 'while at the same time equally as good. It is only within a 
few years that the availability of concrete for a small part of its many uses has been discovered 
and appreciated. Forms for concrete bridge abutments are easily, cheaply and quickly constructed 
and the entire building up of the pier itself requires no skilled labor. Common laborers with a 
carpenter or two are amply able to put up a pier which will be at once efficient, stable, and 
sightly.
After stone or concrete, brick ivill probably form tie only other maternal successfully used 
in abutments. As with concrete, brick is not a common abutment material, owing more pervlaps to 
the force of engineering precedents than to any other reason. Generally easily and cheaply availa­
ble in all those parts of the states where stone is out of reach, brick should be more generally
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and freely used. Abutments of this material should have ample area, with the work well bonded 
and honestly done. With all material, the mortar should be good cement mortar, Portland if possi­
ble. *
It will be understood in the above, that the abutments considered are entirely distinct from 
a species of metal abutments shown in all types of leg bridges. Here the legs are the main part 
of the abutments, but as a very essential adjunct of the legs is the leg backing or filling as the 
case may be. The legs form the supporting part of the abutment, the backing the protection 
keeping the roadway embankment safe from erosion. Generally this backing is of wood, ana more 
rarely of tile, concrete, stone, or sheet iron. The first named is the worst as well as the most 
common, being an inconsistent part of any good bridge design. &ven when well crecsoted [which is 
hardly ever the case] the plank are liable to rot out and need renewal long before bridge 
repairs should be necessary. ‘This renewal is quite difficult, expensive and a hindrance to the 
bridge traffic. Tile are liable to get broken and so render the abutment as liable to repair as 
in the gase of wood. Tile, however, is comparatively little used and very justly sc. Concrete, 
masonry and sheet iron are all good and efficient.
[6] . Character of the Bridge Approaches Necessary.
Where the local conditions are such that the bridge grade mast be elevated considerably above 
the general leael, the claracter of the bridge approaches will be a subject for serious considers-
tion before the final selection of the bridge type. These approaches necessitate a considerable 
fill, which is always expensive, or spans supplementing the main spans of the crossing. If the 
approaches to the main span are of sufficient magnitude to warrant the latter treatment, the in­
fluence of the approaches on the type of main span will be especially marked. In this case the 
crossing partakes to some degree of the nature of a viaduct Hith the bents as towers, and in this 
case the selection ®f the general type of span with the style of the supporting bents is worthy 
careful study of the resources of the neighborhood and the possibilities of the crossing.
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CHARTER 3.
Short Span Highway Bridges.
In this study of the numerous styles of short span highway bridges, the subject will be 
divided for convenience into two general divisions; [1] beam bridges, and [2] truss bridges.
'This is a perfectly nataral classification made on the lines of the actual type construction, and 
in this respect a much more simple division of the subject matter than could be attempted along 
the lines of length of span or any other such arbitrary ruling. It will be understood the first 
division includes both plate and lattice girders. The second division will include all those 
forms of bridges where the truss is built of different members, these members being proportioned 
for a definite stress which in each case may be definitely determined.
[13 . Beam Bridges.
Short span beam bridges may be subdivided into two general types according to the substruc­
ture used, as follows:- [a] beams on masonry, [b3 beams with legs. Plate and lattice girders as 
evolved and higher types of beag bridges make a third type Co]. Each of these types have a 
great variation in t.le style of designs and might be perhaps further subdivided along these lines. 
Such variation takes place in the details of the designs rather than in any important type prin­
ciple, however, so that such subdivision would be apt to create confusion as to the type rela­
tions and for this reason will not be attempted here.
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[a]. Beams on masonry.
In short span highway bridges of this type the roadway is supported on a set of I beams 
resting on masonry abutments of the usual type. The two outside beams are usually channels in­
stead of I beams. These bridges are probably the most common and acceptable of any of the high­
way types for the proper spans and should be used wherever the local conditions will permit of 
the masonry abutments. Consisting as they do of simple I beams resting on abutments there is 
very little shop work necessary in the superstructure and the bridge is simple, cheap, and as 
easy of erection as may be. The metal is used in the manner for which its section has been espe­
cially designed and hence the span will be rigid and economical. Simple, rigid, cheap, and easy 
of erection and maintainance, beam spans form an ideal highway bridge. Froperly designed, the 
stone abutments and beams may be made an harmonious whole in an architecturally good looking struc­
ture.
Beams"on masonry offer an unobstructed waterway section for any height of stream up to the 
bottom of the beams. Where the flood rise of the stream is accompanied by drift in considerable 
quantity this will be found to be a point of some value in preventing clogging of the .waterway, 
washing away of the superstructure or flooding the highway. All western streams are habitually 
high in the spring rises and bring dawn considerable quantities of drift in the shape of brush, 
dead wood, and dry grass. Piers or bridge braces in the waterway section catch this drift and 
an accumulation generally results in the rtcpping of traffic for a time. It is these same floods
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which in the other forms of abutments wash out the backing and leave the bridge superstructure 
in a precarious condition through lack of its lateral support. Several recurrences of such ac­
cidents will go far to scale doivn the difference in first cost between masonry and other abut­
ment constructions.
It will not be attempted here to discuss the various forms of bridge abutments most suited 
to structures of the highway type. The same principles aoply here as in all cases where abut­
ments are necessary and the usual standard forms will be efficient and good.
The question of the economical length of beam bridges is more dependent on local matters 
than would be the case with larger structures. The total weight of metal is so small that this 
economical length of span is not altogether decided by the weight of metal but has to do more with 
the minor matters of the shop, field, or erecting gang. Additional expenses in any or all of these 
places, while so small as to be hardly considered in heavier spans will here be potent factors 
in deciding as to limiting economical spans. Under these circumstances only general limits for 
for the length of beam spans may be stated, the ever important local considerations applying in 
specific cases to determine the matter more definitely. An inspection of the standard short span 
plans of several bridge companies shows that provision is made for beam spans of from six feet to 
forty feet. Thirty feet however is the limit for such spans in several cases. These plans have 
been prepared under conditions which have to do with the production of the cheapest possible struc­
ture for the given span. While the maximum limit stated is net the maximum practicable spant
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for such types by any means, it will be understood as the limit beyond which it is not at all 
economical to go at the present state of highway bridge work. Beyond this limit other types will 
be cheaper though no more efficient. As the requirements for highway bridges advance so as to 
make economy not the great or the greatest consideration, these conditions will be materially chang­
ed. Under such circumstances the limiting spans for beam bridges m il advance and there will have 
tc be a readjustment of relative type values all along the line.
Table 1 gives the usual practice in the proportioning of beam bridges. One hundred pounds 
per sq. ft. live load is the present usual specification in this regard in good practice and the 
twenty two poinds dead load per sq. ft. of floor surface is about right for all ordinary cases.
In isolated instances where the beam bridge supports a pavement, the provision for dead load must 
be materially changed. Such constructions are so infrequent hcrrver in this classic? work as 
not to pay for tabular data apply ing to them. Ordinarily Table 1 will be amply sufficient for 
the proportioning of beam bridges.
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'fable 1.
Maximum Panel Lengths for which Steel Joists can be used for a Carrying Capacity of 
100 Pounds Live Load and 22 pounds Dead Load per Square Foot of Floor Surface, with a Maximum Fi- 
bne Stress of 15 000 Pounds per Square Inch. The Joists will also Carry a 12 000 Pound Traction
Engine except the 5 Inch Joists in Panels Longer than 11 feet and Spaced over 2 Feet 6 Inches Cen-
' . ■
ter to Center. The Outer Joist on each Side is a Channel, Spaced Four and One Half Inches from 
the Edge of the Roadway; all Intermidiate Joists are Beams.
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Beam bridges are so simple in the major part of their construction that there is little 
room for any great differences in design. Originality in design must therefore be expended upon 
the details of the structure and in fact it is here that we find about the only differences in 
the standard plana of the different companies. The details upon which thought and care may be 
most successfully expended include the fence, the floor construction, and the seating of the beams 
upon the masonry.
Fence. In almost all styles of short span bridges, and perhaps particularly so in beam 
spans, the fence is a weak part of the design. Bridge fences or railings to fulfill their func­
tions with the greatest degree of success should be stiff and strong, sufficiently so not to give 
way under the shock of a heavy wheel hub jammed into it by the sudden twists of a frightened 
horese. In the majority of cases the fence seems to be designed on the principle that it is to
be used simply as a hand rail. Even in those cases where some pretense seems to have been made
at staying it, the stays are so flimsy as hardly to warrant the name.
An inspection of Plates 9, 9, and 10 of the standard plans will show the populartiy of the 
gas pipe fence. In the shorter spans these gas pipe fences have no other stay than the screws
or nails at the bottom of the posts. It seems to be assumed that on the short spans there is
little necessity for the braces which are put in on the longer ones. This is a mistake liable to 
lead to grave accidents. Through frightening of the horse cr reckless driving a wheel hub is as
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likely to be thrown against the fence on one of these short spans as on the longer structure and 
in such cases the need of protection is fully as gueat. In any case the shock of wheel against 
fence should be withstood by the latter with as little damage as may be to doth bridge and vehi­
cle. Plates S, 9, and lo shows the insufficient character of the bracing wherever this is put on 
The angles and channel projecting laterally and forming the support for the stiffening rods are 
quite sufficient to take all the stress likely to come upon them through wheel shock against the 
fence. The small round rods however are the inconsistent points of the design and would buckle 
and bend at the slightest provocation. The use of angle iron instead of round hods would materi­
ally improve the design. The stiffening rods too should have their upper ends attached to the 
posts instead of to the upper pipe rail at the middle of the fence panel. Regard for this point 
might necessitate an added brace for the sake of symetry, but such an addition would do little 
harm and involve little extra expense.
A close second to the gas pipe in popularity is the lattice fence. If this is constructed
in the substantial manner as shown in Plates 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 there can be little fault found
with it on the score of weakness. The double angle iron construction of the top chord, with the 
angle braces make.* a very efficient fence.
In many cases it is probable that th>a careful design of the fence has been made with a very
different idea in mind than that of having a strong fence. Some bridge men fly into a violent
rage if such a construction is called a fence and say that it is a lattice girder taking a con-
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siderable part of the bridge load. If tie roadway beams are designed on this assumption it will 
be well for the engineer to throiv out the bid submitted for such a design. In the oase of Plates 
3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 the fence is actually to some degree a lattice girder, taking the stress which 
would ordinarily come on the outside channels. This is as far as its supporting power can be re- . 
marded as efficient o-i desirable, the assertions of the bridge men to the contrary nct-with-stand- 
ing. Plates 8 and 7 show an especially elaborate effort on the part of the designer to make the 
fence a girder. Here it will be noticed that at each end of the lattice one of the flat bars is 
replaced by an angle, the idea being, I suppose, to have it perform the duties of an inclined end 
post. If these constructions can not be regarded as girders taking very much of the bridge load, 
this style of fence is too elaboeate and expensive for the good to be derived from it. The re­
placing of the outside channel [and in some cases the fence is put on with the channel] with the 
substitution of a simple fence is a much better and more consistent construction.
A third style of fence and one that is hoped has oeen little used, consists of three angle 
irons as rails supported by angle posts and without a sign of bracing. Such a fence would be alma 
blotvn ever by a good wind. With sufficient bracing however, modifications of such a construction 
could be made efficient and good.
A very successful fence designed by Prof. Ira 0. Baker is shown on Plate 1. Here the fence 
is compoied entirely of channels, is strong, simple [and so inexpensive], and entirely consistent 
with the rest of the design. The detail of the attachment of the posts to the outside channel
of the bridge floor Insures a very stiff fence without any bracing. The channels sharp corners 
[on tie fence rails] are chipped and ground off so as to prevent gouging deeply, any vehicle which 
may come in contact with them or the iv.0unding of cattle which may be pressed into the fence during 
the rush of a drove crossing the bridge. Every detail in this bridge has been the result of care­
ful consideration of the needs of such a part of the bridge and of study of tentative construc- 
in actual service. The only objection which can be urged against the fence is its pcsitve ugli­
ness. This feature, however, in the presEent state of affairs as regards country highway bridge 
construction, Is a very small matter and eoula only be considered where some thought must be taken 
as to its architectural fitness.
In the construction and design of a bridge fence all braces must be placed on the outside. 
While the observance of this detail may entail a little more care in the design of the strut at the 
foot of the brace [and to which it is attached] to make the brace effective, it will do away with 
all dhance of injury to the brace through contact with wheels, loads, or clubs of mischievous 
boys. A design where any part of the brace comes inside the felloe guard is especially to be 
avoided. Such inside braces will be seen on inspection of Flates 14 and 15.
Floor details. While the floor is quite generally costructed of two or two and one half 
inch oak plank, there is an almost endless variety of methods of holding it dovn to the beams. 
Inspection of the various standard drawings will show this very plainly. The extremes vary from 
a nailing piece on every beam to a sigle wooden strip held to the side of a central beam. In in:-
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one case no nallins strips at all are used, the plank being held down bv nails driven each side 
of everv beam and bent under the projecting edges of the I. [See Plates 4 and 5] In all cases the 
nailing of a bridge floor is simply for the purpose of holding it in place under the pounding of 
the traffic. If the nailing is well done and in the proper place very little will be required.
The use of a nailing strip on every beam is time and money thrown away, betides being in many in­
stances a positve detriment to-the bridge. Every line of nails in that part of the bridge floor 
under wear soon be comes a projecting ridge of short, sharp points, a nuisance and a danger to 
animals and bicycle traffic. The nailing strips should be near the ends of the planks out of' 
the roadway. Here they will not only be out of the way and harmless but will at the same time be 
mors efficient because not disturbed by the wear and tear of this same traffic. A nailing piece 
bolted to each of the outside channels as in Plate 1 will be sufficient and efficient. There is 
no great advantage in lifting the planks entirely off the beams by pieces on top of each of the 
latter.
To the ends of the planking as in all highway bridge floor constructions, it is customary to 
bolt a four by fcnr or a four-by six felloe'guard. This is general practice as to size, the only 
variation coming in in the manner of bolting it donn. There is little choice in these methods, al"l 
being efficient if enough bolts are put in. The gaeat desideratum is simplicity and economy. That 
method most quickly and cheaply to be applied, with good holding power after being applied, is the 
one to be selected. The various methods in most common use may be seen by inspection of the stan-
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bard plans.
Beam seats. The province of the various methods of seating the beams upon the abutment tops 
is to give a firm, even bearing for the transmission of the bridge load to the masonry. This 
would be a comparatively simple matter were -it not that the engineer has endeavored to unite two 
necessary functions in one, 1. e. in seating the beams and stiffening them against overturning at 
the same time. An inspection of Plates 5, 7, and S will shor how this is commonly accomplished. 
In the case of the smaller spans a sigle inverted channel does very nicely. With the larger spans 
tivo channels riveted together are used, this giving much more of a bearing on the masonry than 
in the case of the single channel. Some companies however plane off slightly the sharp edge of th 
legs of a wide channel thus getting a*sufficient bearing with less work and metal than where two a 
are used. To secure the beams against lateral motion or overturning they ane riveted or bolted 
to these channels. In some designs the beams are not punched for these bolts or rivets but are 
held in place by bending the rivet or bolt body over the projecting edges of the I. Short belts 
through the punched I beams tv.ill probably be found most efficient and satisfactory. A few en­
gineers fit a couple of lines of channels in between the -teams, riveting them to the beams with 
short angle connections. [See Plate 113 . In this case the beam seats may be simple flat bars * 
laid along the abutment coping.
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Cb3 . Beam Leg Bridges.
Beam leg bridges consist essentially of an ordinary beam floor support resting upon metal 
posts instead of the common masonry abutments. This construction came into use in the effort to 
solve the question of adequate abutments for a steel beam superstructure where the first cost of 
masonry abutments iwould have prohibited the erection of the bridge. While of course the masonry 
abutments are much superior to the leg construction, the latter under proper treatment in design 
is capable of very efficient service* entirely good enough for the small unimportant sbans for 
which they are primarily intended. The giieat objection to them is that they are not capable of 
being kept in a condition necessary to the- long'life'of - metal"constructions^and eo-are liable to 
fail lone before the bridge superstructure proper. If the lees could be covered with an efficient 
coatine such as is eiven water pipe for example, and could rest on sills which would at all times 
be under water, this question of the length of life of the legs need cause very little worry. It 
is the rotting and rusting of backing, legs , and sills which causes the final failure of this 
type of' bridge. There is a question, however, as to whether the saving in first cost over mas­
onry, and int/st on capital invested, by the use of metal legs is not sufficient after ordinary 
service to pay for the new structure required.
As in the case of the beams on masonry the general practice in the proportioning of the 
floor beams is quite uniform, the giieat differences in the type designs coming in in the construc­
tion of the legs and leg details. Plates 9 and 10 of the standard designs illustrate probably as
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simple leg bridge construction as Is commonly designed. Here the floor beams rest upon I beam 
posts which in turn are sucported at the bottom by a mud sill of oak. This is the typical leg 
bridge deiign in the principles involved but as befoee stated the gaeat variations in design come 
in nitb the details of connections, leg sections, leg bracing, leg backing, fence, etc. and for
this reason it will probably be best in a consideration of the designs to divide the subject along
thefee lines.
yj
Lee Sections. Per the short spans imclved intis class of work it is quiU general practice 
4c have the legs of' I beams. These may be easily varied in section and weight to suit necessary 
changes in length of leg or span ani admit of simple connections with floor beams, bracing, and 
mud till. In some cases [See Plate 12] in order to make special connections with the outside 
channels to give extra stiffness to the fence, the end posts are made of two channels instead of 
an I beam. This is not usual however as an inspection of the various standard designs nill show.
In the selection of the section required for a given length of leg and span there seems to 
be no general rule followed other than the experience of actual practice. This varies with the 
designing engineer or the bridge company but is almost always within limits which a^e certain to 
give a satisfactory factor of safety eJ iar as can be observed. Since in the design of the leg
section we must take into consideration the earth pressure due to the backing and since the paeeise
determination of this pressure under all conditions is cut of the question, it can be readily unden
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stood how judgement and engineering common sense have moae to do with the dei ign than a psfecife 
mathematical determination.
Where the beam bridge has through evolution been expanded to the plate or lattice girder 
type, the conditions for the leg bridge have materially charged and hence allows and really necess­
itates a different leg section. The plate or lattice gi rder will have but two principal sup­
porting posts at each end intsead of the six or seven of the ordinary beam bridge. The load to 
be carried by the pouts in such a case is quite large and independently of toe earth pressure 
requires a section of considerable area and radius of gyration. Here it is usual to employ a 
couple of channels latticed or perhaps three channels riveted together in a rough I section. Or­
dinarily the first method will be the better practice. Between these two principal supporting legs 
in the case of tbs plate or lattice girder may be the usual I beam legs for the support of the 
end joist.
Since in this style of abutment the major part of the load on the mud sill is concentrated 
near the ends there is a tendency to bend the sill ends down, letting the post slip or tear off.
In some designs this tendency is done away with by reserving the mud sill for the joist postsonly, 
treating the main posts as metal piles and driving them to solid bearing. In such a case two I 
beams are generally used, with a cast iron point to assist penetration.
Leg Connections. By leg connections is meant the method by which the legs are joined to 
the floor beams at the upper ends or to the sud sill at the bottom. At the bottom there is prec-
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tically but one connection in common use. Short angles are riveted to each side the posts and 
lag bolted or spiked to the sill. Common molts are seldom used although this is the better prac­
tice. The ordinary method of using one lag bolt or boat spike in an angle riveted to the posts b 
by two or three rivets is hardly consistent. A better detail in this regard would be to set the 
posts in a channel resting flat side down on the mud sill and then bolting or spiking the posts 
to the channel and the channel to the sill. The common connection with the floor beams consists 
of short angles riveted through the web of the posts and flanges of the fleer beams. Instead of 
this one company [See Plate 9] used a patented connection consiting of a splice plate so shaped 
as to fit over the projecting flange of the I of the floor beam and rivet to the web. While this 
connections if .well made is undoubtedly efficient it is doubtful if the result attained warrants t 
the extra expense over the other method. In either case it is cromimon practice to strengthen the 
joint by an angle riveted to both legs and floor beams at the inner side of the junctions of 
posts and beams.
In many cases the floor beams instead of resting diuectly on the supporting legs as in Plate 
9 or 10 [the design having as many legs as there are floor beams], rest on a cross beam which is 
supported by the legs. [See Plates 11 and 123. This cross beam is riveted to .simple angle con­
nections with the legs and the floor beams make uimilar connections with it.
In the majority of cases these connections furnish all the floor beam stiffening or bridg­
ing used and it is probably sufficient. A fev, designs provide for the ordinary channel bridging
t^o
spoken of on page 35 and shaven in Plate 11.
Leg Bracing. To be perfectly stiff in all directions a leg bridge perhaps needs to be 
braced in both the direction of the axis of the bridge and transversely thereto. This latter is 
a simple matter, but in the consideration of the former, bridge engineers have wandered from the 
subject i.r hand and tried [generally unsuccessfully] to combine both stiffening and strengthening
at the same time.
A common practice in bracing or Using the legs together its to rivet an angle or two angles 
diagonally across the leg faces. Diagonal roods are often used for the sme purpose and as eff 
eiently. The one method requires field riveting to quite an extent and the other necessitates 
either boring of holes in the leg webs to allow the passage of the diagonal rods, or providing 
rod attachment so that the rods may pais outside of the abutment face. Where bracing to the floor 
beams is put in^the above leg stiffening is omitted in many cases. There is no reason why it 
should net be just as necessary in the one case as in the other, and in the better designs both 
are so provided.
Girder braces, as tfls braces to the floor beams are dalled, are generally made up of two 
angles riveted back to back and connected to legs and floor beam as shown in Plates 14 and 15. 
Where these braces are put in the outside channels commonly provided are replaced by I beams so 
as to allow for a better connection with the braces. These I beams are made of much smeller sec- 
than the rest of the floor under the assumption that the braces will carry part of the load to
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the legs. Besides tie two outside braces there is usually one provided to the middle floor beam 
and this is treated in the same way as to its section. Where the angles are of considerable area 
and length of legs this strut action required of them is undoubtedly ivell performed and the bridge 
gets along very ivell. Where, however, such an arrangement as is shown in Plate 15 is^in to dis­
tribute the loads over all the floor oieams it is an entirely different matter to be considered.
It uill be much easier to state that such an arrangement does distribute the loads over braced 
and unbraced beams than it will be to prove absolutely that it does or does not. If the unbraced 
floor beams of a design are lightened in section an the assumption that it does, the engineer in 
charge of the letting where the design is submitted would probably be on the safe and better side 
by throwing out the bid. Primarily these struts are to stiffen the structure and not to take part 
of the floor load. Taking everything into consideration it is questionable whether these braces 
are really neccessary. If the earth backing on either side is equally firm, this ivill give all 
the necessary stiffening without the ui:e of any such elaborate arrangements as are often provided. 
Short and simple braces as shown in Plate 12 will take care of any action due to slipping or une­
qual pressure of fresh filling while the bridge is new, and be an inexpensive arrangement amply 
sufficient for its only probable temporary need at sue! time. The elaborate struts shown in 
Plates 14 and 15 a-ra impressive as indicating increased strength only to the non-technical bridge 
commisisicner and were probably provided for no other purpose.
As stated in the consideration of beams on masonry, the bridge braces may become a poeitve
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nuisance where the flood rise of the stream is great and brings doivn considerable drift. Aside 
from the added danger to the bridge in such a case during the flood, the drift left tangled in the 
braces on the subsidence a€ the water is neither ornamental nor useful. In one instance coming to 
my notice the masses of brush and dried greass ho held against the bridge floor were ignited by 
careless t*amps camped under the structure and caused the total destruction of the bridge.
ss Backing and Filling. While the metal legs of ^ f e g  bridge are the weight support­
ing part of this abutment substitute, it is necessary that they be backed by some means so as to 
provide for the earth holding and erosion preventing part of a true abutment. This backing is 
commonly of plank which should be tarred or cmoscted but is generally not. This is the .v.eak 
point in the leg bridge design for the backing soon rots out and is an expensive source, cf repairs 
if the bridge is tc be kept In good condition. To remedy this evil at a small cost is to vast­
ly improve a leg bridge design although this is not often attempted. In Plate 16 is shown a 
backing of tile, but this is expensing in itself besides being difficult and expensive tc put on. 
The tile too would probably become much broken under the hard usage and vicissitudes of the aver­
age highway bridge.
There is really little need of the paucity of designs with good backing. With the present 
low price of cement, the space between the legs could be easily and cheaply filled with gravel 
concrete, forming an abutment backing of the first quality, besides greatly strengthening the legs 
and improving the quality of the abutment as a whole. With a little care such a construction
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could be expanded and improved sc as to be in every way as good as masonry at half the cost. The 
substitution of a concrete mud sill for the wooden beam would naturally follow and do away with 
the majority of the objections to the leg type of bridge. With the added strength to be derived 
from the concrete filling, the post sections might be reduced to a certain extent and even the 
number of posts cut down. A rough rubble of cement mortar and field stone would be a better 
backing than the present universally used plank. In. a few designs sheet iron has been shown as 
backing. This is efficient in a sense but to secure the necessary stiffness requires a thick­
ness of metal which adds considerably to the first cost.
In certain localities a backing of rough stone slabs has been used with quite general suc­
cess. These stone slabs are roughly shaped so as to fit in between the i beam legs as closely
as may be without too much care. An inverted channel cap is then put on over the legs and top 
slabs. The slabs fitting in between the legs and cap are held in place with the expenditure cf 
little extra trouble on the part of the bridge men. The slabs are roughly dressed with the 
pick, and fitted together at the joints so as to hold, the earth from coming through in too great 
quantity. If a little earth falls through at first not much harm is done, and the packing of 
rain and traffic soon stops even that. As a backing the stone slabs are quite efficient and good. 
However such a construction is only likely to be followed where local conditions are especially 
favorable. The bridge must be near a quarry where thin-bedded stone supplys a quantity of slabs
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which may be easily and cheaply obtained for the use of the bridge. At best this backing will 
be higher in price than timber and to secure its adoption in a bridge design the commissioners 
must see the inconsistency of the use of timber *s a backing bo willing to advance the extra 
money needed for the stone. In the majority of cases the commissioners if economically inclin­
ed will favor timber backing;, if in favor of better construction they sill build masonry abut­
ments. In vary few oases, and never except under the favorable conditions noted above, will the
middle course of the adoption of a more durable material than timber be followed.
Fencing. The question of proper fencing has been discussed under beams on masonry and all
tnat has been said there applies with equal force to the leg bridge. The designs shown in the 
standard plans are very similar as they naturally would be. One plan however, [See Plate 11] 
has a considerable variation from the ordinary practice and is unusually novel and meritorious.
Here the outside legs are extended above the flooring as fence posts, latticing being filled in 
between a top rail consisting of a special I iron ana the outside floor channels. This provides 
a fence at once strong, comparatively simple, and neat and adds considerably to the whole appear-' 
ance of the bridge. This whole design in fact is an unusually efficient one.
This same fence idea could well be carried out in other structurer where a poor fence is a 
deterioration factor in an otherwise good bridge design. This is notably the case in Plato 12. Her*,
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the general design Is well and ably carried out. with the ekception of the weak and unbraced fence, 
The extension of the legs would give stiff end pctts for the fence and make a thoroughly consis­
tent design.
to] . Plate and Lattice Girders.
Flate and lattice girders,-while as yet little used for highway spans, are really construc­
tions evolved and expanded from the familiar beam structures to much in evidence in this work, and 
so deserve considers tics with them.
Flate Girders; Of the standa-rd designs of short span highway bridges obtained from some 
half dozen representative bridge companies, but two were of the plate girder type. On e of these 
ce signs was rci» a true piste girder but could perhaps be classed under that heading. This scarcity 
of plate girder designs will show quite clearly that the plate girder as a type has not been suec* 
e ssful as a highway bridge structure to any great extent. As has been before stated this is due 
to the generally light character of the highway spans and the cheaper constructions of the truss 
types which may be more advantageously used for this reason. To attain its maximum efficiency 
the plate girder span should be entirely shop constructed. This necessitates a heavy and bulky 
piece cf metal most difficult and expensive to handle on the majority of country roads and with 
the appliances at haod in such cases. Plate girders are most economical of metal where the loads 
are heavy and concentrated. This makes M e m  much more useful and available for railroad work
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where a stiff structure is especially needed and where the facilities for hantJlinw heavy freight 
of*all^descriptions is such as to make a plats girder's bulk and weight no especial drawback.
That the plats girder type is not at present a success as a highway bridge does not mean 
that future conditions may not make it so. Just as the increasing weight of railroad engines, 
and loads has been increasing the economical length of span for railroad plate girders, so will the 
improvement of the roads and the increased load concentrations brought into being by such condi­
tions, finally lead to the general adoption of plate girder highway spans. The plate girder is a 
beam bridge just a little farther along in the process of development than the rolled beam struc­
ture. At present the conditions for the economical us© of heap bridges is within the limit of 
the rolled beam. The plate girder comes with Buture conditions.
Plate 17 shows a plate girder design for highway uses. Since the web is not shown spliced 
at all it must be understood of very small span. More likely it is a general design where such 
details are to be considered later. Since the plate girder is a future aether than a present 
construction, net much can or need be said on the matter. The principles of design and the spec­
ifications explicable to railroad structures of the same type nill, with necessary modifications, 
apply equally as well for highway conditions.
Before leaving the subject entirely it may be interesting to study Plate 18. Here it is 
difficult to exactly classify the structure. Of the plate girder type as to superstructure, the 
addition of legs gives a hybrid type classed by the designing company as a lag bridge but which*is
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more properly perhaps a leg plate girder. A general inspection of the design will show its un­
desirability. To the objections of the ordinary plate ginder has been added the increased depth 
of girder at the legs in Head of at the center where it is most needed, with a corresponding * 
waste of metal. If this increased depth st this point has been put in to brace the legs, the de­
sign for this purpose is most uneconomical and unnecessary. In all points the structure is a 
kind of engineering monstrosity and should never be used.
Lattice Girders. Ordinarily the lattice girder is a step in advance [as to length of 
span ;where it is most economically used] of the plate girder, just as the plate girder is a step 
in advance of the rolled beam. Since the plate girder under present conditions has been shown 
to be a future rather than a present desirable ana economical highway type, much more so .will be 
the lattice girder. Of all the standard designs presented but one can be called a true lattice 
girder. This design is shown in Plate 19 and is called by the makers a cantilever bride. ‘/Here 
the cantilever principle is brought into play is beyond comprehension although much may be expect­
ed of' a “patent" bridge in the way of undiscovered merit. As in the case of several other designs 
the drawings weee probably intended for the county commissioners rather than for an engineer.
The same objection too as in the case of the plats girder of Plate 17 applies to this deiign. The 
increased depth of girder at the legs if put in for strength is in the wrong place, while if in­
tended for leg bracing is uneconomical and unnecessary. In all cases such constructions are make­
shift and experimental rather than established through satisfactory service under actual traffics
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Patent bridges of all kinds are to be treated with suspicion by the engineeruntil their merit has 
been proven.
In the above no consideration was taken of such designs as are shown in Plates 3, 4, 5, 6, 
and 7 where the lattice fence, while perhaps actually a girder to a certain extent, is light and 
does not, and is not intended, to act as a girder sustaining all or a great part of the bridge 
load. Under such conditions the consideration a& lattice girders of the styles used in the above 
designs is out of the question.
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[2]. Truss Bridges.
Any classification of truss bridges [especially of the short spans] on account of the great 
variety of truss shapes, sections of members, and member connections is at the best but an arbi­
trary one. To simplify the study of such bridges, however, it is absolutely necessary that some 
classification even though open to the above objection should be followed. As an attempt to sim­
plify the subject matter, all truss bridges will be here understood as divided into two general di­
visions according the the method of connecting the members; i. e. as [a] pin-connected trusses, or 
[b] riveted trusses. A third division might be made of those trusses where botr pin and riveted 
connections are made in the same truss but as such cases are few and at the best not designed acc­
ording to good practice, they uill be treated as variations of the other general types.
[a]. Pin-connected Trusses.
In a consideration of pin-connected trusses as applied to short span trusses it will be diff­
icult to exactly define the limits meant by the term “short span". Since all peculiarities in 
the truss typer occur with the shorter spans where pony trusses are univesally used, only these 
styles will be considered as coming within the definition. The longer spans have o;een ably and 
voluminously treated by many bridge engineers, Waddell especially making an exhaustive discussion 
of this class of bridges. As vith the beam bridges of short span, the short ponytrusses and bed­
stead bridges are of more recent general use and so comparatively little known. The almost in­
significant sums paid for their construction, too, in comparison with the contract prices of
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longer spans have probably had much to do rith their being left to the comparative obscurity of 
of the offices of the various bridge companies and bridge contractors.
It is extremely difficult te determine just where the length of span becomes sufficient 
for tile economical construction of atruss bridge as against a beam bridge. Conditions affect­
ed by the companies bidding for the contract and who may have made specialties of one or the other 
types of construction ivill have much to do with the case; much more probably than any theoretical 
determination of the economics of the matter. In actual practice very few spans are built at 
crossings of less than 38 feet span. Thirty five feet will probably be safely within the limit 
at whiCil they will ever, be constructed. Future conditions i\ill act to constantly though slowly 
increase this limit.
Still more di&ficult than the determination of the minimum span for highway pony trusses 
is the effort to define the limit for maximum span. Here a theoretical determination of the ca­
pabilities of the style would be impossible on account of the unknown efficiency of the upper chore 
for compression because of its practical non-support along it entire length. Study and compar­
ison of the designs in actual service is the only criterion and so necessarily unsatifactory.'
The longest truss of the representative designs is of 43 feet span, which is well towards the min­
imum limit and coants for nothing. Waddell gives 90 feet as the deiiirable limit for pony trusses 
and this is undoubtedly good practice. Waddell also specifies a limit of 12 feet depth for pony 
trusses nith the floor beams riveted to the truss posts and a limit of 9 feet with suspended floor
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beams. At the economical ratio of 1 : 7 for truss depth to length, this would give limits of 
span of 84 feet and 63 feet for the two forms respectively.
In the determination of the minimum span one condition other than economy of metal or man­
ufacturers preferences plays a most important part. Beam bridges require an abutment oin a mod­
ification of the abutment as a support for the beams. Where the approaches are supplementary 
spans instead of the usual fill it is difficult to provide beam supports corresponding to the abut­
ments either in cheapness or efficieniy. A pier- of bent of metal posts is cheaper and more de­
sirable and hence a determining factor in the selection of a truss span. These metal bents are 
simple aud need little discussion. Generally constructed of sheet metal and filled and stiffened 
bv piles embedded in concrete they are efficient and duraols if well constructed and, maintaiiiSd.
The pests of each pier or bent should be well tied together by diagonal rods and struts. Such a 
construction is shown in Plates 21 and 22. See also Plate
This question of abutment support has lead to the design of a peculiar type of pony truss 
which almost constitutes a class by itself. Here the same desireratum which lead to the evolution 
of the leg bridge came into play and resulted in the extension of the end posts of the metal abut­
ments to form the end posts of the supported truss, the simplification of the bearing between post 
and truss with the added lateral stiffening of the truss, moue than compensating for the slight 
added increase of metal needed. In other respects the “bedstead truss" as the style is called, 
may be considered in the same manner and along the same lines as the ordinary types.
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The compression members of short span trusses are of great variety of section and make up. 
Besides the ordinary styles of latticed channels, or channels with an upper plate, I beams are 
sometimes used in the smaller structures.
The best form of member is undoubtedly the latticed channels. Here the section is perfect­
ly regular and admits of great sinmlicity in the laying out of the pin holes and the consequent 
prevention of extra stresses through eccentricity. However this best form is not the one most 
frequently used. A plate can be riveted on the channel at about the same expense for shop work 
as the lattice. This plate will then apparently contribute materially to the available area 
of the section and at a less proportionate cost than .when the metal must be all supplied oy the two 
channels.
The extra stresses due to eccentricity of the pin holes in compression members is not often 
considered in short span highuay bridges although always of importance. The small size of the 
member does not admit of placing the pin hole very far out of the center of the channels on account 
of the crowding of the diagonals into or through the top plate. To avoid the bother of providing 
in the design for such a condition, the bridge company relies on the ignorance of the commissioners 
as to what extent this increases the stresses of the members, and places the pin hole where it is 
most convenient. In many cases sections dangerously near the safe limit at the best, are by this 
device brought considerably above the specified allowable limit. The use of the latticed chan­
nels without the top plate does away uith all such difficulties and should be insisted upon where
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the engineer can control the design.
The gaeat difficulty in the use of I beams for compression members with pin-connections is 
in the deiign o i a suitable detali at the pins. With a large beam and comparatively small pin 
not much trouble .would be experienced and much of merit might be brought out. If care was taken 
in the boring of the hole, great bearing surface would be provided, doing away with all possible 
necessity for pin plates. The flanges of the beams would offer as suitable and convenient sur­
faces for the splice plate riveting as in the case of the channels. In any case however the se­
lection of an I beam section wide enough In the flanges for the efficient design of the pin-con­
nections and at the same time economical as to metal will be difficult and tedious. This in fact 
has much to do irith the comparative scarcity of pin-connected I beam designs although in the riv­
eted trusses and combination riveted and pin-connected trusses to be spoken of later, such sec­
tions are very common and popular among bridge contractors, if not among engineers.
Still another drawback to such a section militates against its successful use in all cases. 
The radius of gyration of a I beam is comparatively small and unless the member where it is to be 
used is very short, the safe ratio of least radius of gyration to length will probably not be 
within the limits. 0 fcourse I beam sections nith a large enough least radius of gyration can be 
selected for almost any case likely to occur in short span highway practice, but such a section 
will net be at all economical of metal.
Closely related to the compression capacity cf the tof chord of cany trusses is the capacity
of the chord taken as a whole and which was spoken of before on page 49. As there stated this 
chord unless extremely well braced is practically unsupported along it entire length, and hence has 
an unknown value with compression stresses. »To minify this element, great care must be taken to 
see that the truss is well stayed and braced, but through efficient floor beam connections and 
outside supports. In too many cases designs are weak in both these respects, dependence being 
placed on the end bearing for all lateral stiffness. If the fence of a beam bridge needs lateral 
support for the safety of traffic, how much more sc is this the case where the very existence of 
the superstructure itself depends on its resisting an outward thrust. Such a thrust of consider­
able magnitude may easily be conceived a.a liable to come foons team accidents.
Pir.-connected pony trusses are especis-liy deficient in adequate lateral truss stiffening.
Net only are the outside stays left off, but a mast common floor beam connection is to simply hang 
them over the lower chord pins by a loop as is not very clearly shown in Plates 21 and 22. Here 
the floor and lower lateral system is simply hung from the pins and so constitutes a menace rather 
than a help to the stiffness of the truss. The top of the floor beams is drawn up- tightly against 
the foot of the posts during construction and the threads beyond the holding nuts on the loop bat­
tered sc as to prevent looisaning. At first friction may hold the beam enough to allow the lower 
lateral system to fulfill its functions, but under the jar and vibrations of traffic the beams wil 
never fail to work loose and become useless so far as the holding power for lateral or truss stif- 
ness is concerned. The lower ends of the posts should always be extended beyond the pins and the
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fleer beams riveted or bolted to them. Field riveting in such small structures is not- relished 
by contractors, and bolts, if lavishly furnished by the design and well tightened after the bridge 
has been in use long enough to get the stiffness cut of it, will answer fully as well. There riv­
eted floor beams also offer an opportunity for the placing of outside braces which are generally 
conspicuous py their absence. Angle braces to a cantilever support will double the stiffness of 
a truss depending on the floor beam connections alone for stiffness.
This matter of lateral stiffening is one of the good points of the beadstead type. Here 
t.le truss is an integral part of the abutments, end outside braces are unnecessary. The floor 
beam connections, however, should be riveted so as to provide for the efficient performance of 
of the functions of the lower lateral bracing.
Where the truss is of the bedstead type the first panel of tie lower chord should be a stiff 
member. The end post being simply an extension of the abutment legs is more than likely to have 
a considerable bending moment due to the pressure of the earth backing. This pressure must be 
taken up or the post will bend, buckling and distorting the truss.
Slight buckling of the trusses is also caused in many cases where they rest upon tubular 
piers. The holes in the cover plates of the metal piers to receive the holding down bolts of the 
end bearings are punched in the shop. When the pier is put in, the unavoidable twists coming in 
through the variors vicissitudes of erection make the fitting of holes at this point a most pains­
taking job of drifting. As stated, this drifting is liable to buckle the truss. Tn through
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bridges of considerable span such buih buckling has been observed to bend the lower chord bars 
one or two inches cut of line. When a load comes upons structure sc buckled, the bars and diag­
onals rattle and clatter as if everything in the bridge was loose and ready to fall to pieces. 
Foremen of construction gar.s all state that they would prefer to do the necessary punching for 
this detail in the field, and there is no question as to its desirability from an engineering 
point of view.
Floor, beam, and joist details are much the same for trusses as for beam bridges, end all 
points noted in the discussion of the former type will apply equally as well not only for the 
pin-connected but for riveted and combination structures. In the case of the fence there Is a 
considerable difference in the conditions. With the truss bridges the fence posts are supplied by 
the truss members and the ingenuity of the designing engineer must be expended upon the railing 
ano iis attachments to the posts. Lattice fences are more expensive than necessary; farmers com­
plain that they rattle and that the whiffle-t-rees get caught- in the meshes and frighten the 
horses before released. A simple channel or angle fence of two rails is all that is necessary. 
The fence shown in Plate 1 with the simple modifications fitting it to the truss is as efficient 
as when used on the beam bridges. .
7ft - - — ........ ~ - - -trr. r i—. . ------------------  .. ifcn
Where channels or angles a re filled as fence rails to truss members as shown in the above
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diagramatie sketch, the screwing up of the holding bolts springs the rails unless care is taken- 
to provide fillers between posts and rail. Such sprung rails make an* exceedingly bad looking 
job - one that discredits the whole bridge. This difficulty occurs with several kinds of posts 
other than are shown in the sketch.
The wooden fences shown in Flates 21, 22, and 23 are never desirable. The ralis are soon 
cut and hacked and broken and useless, making frequent renewal necessary if the bridge is to be- 
kept in first class condition. The rails form a tempting place for the nailing of signs and the 
carving of initials and legends dear to the rustic youths heart and so make the whole structure 
an eyesore to the traveling public. A fence simple, neat, and consistent in its construction 
with the bridge design, is most to be desired.
Cb]. Riveted Trusses.
Much that has been said in the foregoing as to pin-connected trusses applies with equal 
force to the riveted truss. Riveted designs have many points of merit however which are not possi­
ble in the other direction. At the pnesent stage of metallic construction the pin-connected de­
sign for short spans is to my mind altogether out of place. Itis great points of meteet in clearly 
defining stresses and permitting great ease of erection have not so much force in such short span 
pony trusses as in the majority of cases constitute most of the highway spans. The stresses 
of such structures are not of such magnitude as to make their precise difinition a matter of great 
economy of material. As to the ease of erecticn any bridge foreman would smile at the qsuestion.
In [cost cases were it not for the clumsiness of the completed truss they could fee put together 
in the shop and easily erected complete in the field.
Riveted trusses are rigid, stiff, and [on the authority of a biidge builder] cheaper than 
the pin-connected structures, for the shorter spans. Riveted trusses too, admit of t.le economic 
employment of many more and different member sections than the pin-connected types. Angles may 
here be advantageoosly used with a great simplification of connection details. Such a plan is 
shown in Plate 24 and is in all respects an admirable design. The convenient support for outside 
bracing formed fcy the riveted floor beam connections has been noted before.
where I beam sections are used with riveted connections, the deiign will be much more simple 
and efficient than in the case of pin-connections. Plate 23 shows a combination design with some 
of the good points of both riveted and pin-connections. It will be noticed here how simple and 
effective the connections can be made-especially in the case of the floor beams. Such a combir*- 
ticn has its drawbacks however in an increased care necessary in the fitting of the tension rods 
and bars. The safe ratio of least radius of gyration to length must also be carefully inspected 
as this is always likely to be a weak point in such a design.
The design shown in Plate 25 is a queer combination where the I beam sections and partly 
riveted connections are used. On its face the design seems simple and effective, but actual use 
has brought out seweral week points in its construction which make it practicably worthless. The 
greatest fault is in the connection of the diagonal and chord rods with the floor beam. In con-
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struction, when these reds are tightened with the ordinary initial tension, the bending moment
on the M o o r  beam at the connection, buckles the beam badly, sc much so in many cases as to make
. »
it necessary to condemn the whole structure. In these bridges too the necessary stiff member 
between the legs and the first pane* point of the lower chord is omitted unless the floor channel 
riveted to the posts can be. so called. Such a connection at the test is poor and inefficient.
This bridge is a patent structure and partakes of the asuelLv worth less character of such designs 
Here I want to again warn against new constructions which may appear efficient and cheap, but the 
proof of the value of which has never been verified by trial under actual conditions of service.
In conclusion I wish tc speak a word for the value to the engineering student of the study 
of various designs representing common practice in regard tc the structure in which he is intern 
ested. It Is ektremely difficult to dissect and analyse the/various details of a structure in a 
style vivid enough to shew at once just where they are lacking or are of merit. Given the essen­
tial points in a good design with warnings as to difficulties likely to occur with certain con­
structions and there will be little trouble in combining the good points of the many designs as 
proven by actual service, in a single design far better than any of the others. This may be said 
to be imitative rather than creative, but all work for that matter is imitative toa ceratin degree 
and if we profit by the failures of others we are just so far ahead in the struggle for the ideal* 
Recognizing these principles I have endeavored in s general way to say a word as to the im-
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portanee and best practice in regard to the various points to be considered in the design of the 
present styles of short span highway bridges. Working with standard plans largely, there is no 
attempt made to solve concrete examples, and indeed there is little value in such a treatment 
where the mathematical problems of design are so simple as in the present case. There may be and 
probably are many interesting details which have been overlooked. It is hoped however that these 
aie unimportant and non-essential to a clear idea of the requirements, limitations, and ideals 
ci the various types of short span highway bridges and of the conditions which govern their con­
struction.
The End.
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